BOLD DESIGN
An Edmonton-based boutique full-service
interior design firm, Bold Design was
established in 2007 by its principal
Troy Dashney.
Bold Design originally started by providing
design services for luxury residences
and multi-family projects. Slowly and
organically through word of mouth, Bold
Design started to grow to take on larger
commercial projects for various corporate
and restaurant clients.
It was in the summer of 2012 that Bold
Design was incorporated to become what
is now known as Bold Design Inc. It was
in that same year, with a knowledge of
institutional and medical projects, that
Bold Design Inc. made its foray into the
dental design industry as an independent
boutique interior design firm focusing on
service driven design approaches.

Bold Design Inc. has a passion for design,
client relationships, and the endeavouring
promise to work with clients and truly
implement the client’s needs with unique
design solutions.
Bold Design Inc. is a truly independent
interior design firm with allianceswith
various dental suppliers, dental manufacturers and dental contractors. It is
with these relationships that Bold Design
Inc. continues to grow its presence in
this specialized design field.
As an independent boutique interior
design firm, Bold Design Inc.’s philosophy
is to provide bold design solutions while
fully engaging the client, combined with
one-on-one tailored service and attention
to detail.

FIRM HIGHLIGHTS:
• Experience in Schedule C (Landlord
and Tenant Work) negotiations
• Experience in multiple dental projects,
including new build-outs, phased
renovations and phased expansions
• Fully independent boutique interior
design firm servicing clients from BC
to Manitoba
• 2016 Architectural Woodwork
Manufacturers Association of Canada
(AWMAC) Award of Excellence under
$100,000 for the reception desk design
at Westview Dental (Edmonton, AB)

TROY DASHNEY

IDT, IDA, IDC

PRINCIPAL
Bold Design Inc.’s principal Troy Dashney
graduated with honours in 2002 from the
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology’s
Interior Design Technology program. With
over twelve years of experience as an interior
designer, Troy established Bold Design in 2007
(later incorporating it as Bold Design Inc.
in 2012) after five years working for one
of Canada’s largest integrated architectural
and interior design firms. Troy has proven
to have an eye for design excellence and
client management.
Troy is a continuous supporter of design in
Alberta, holding various volunteer positions
with the Interior Designers of Alberta and
the Alberta Association of Architects.
Furthermore, Troy has been lecturing on retail
design for the University of Alberta’s School
of Retailing since 2004. He also established
the Bold Design Award in Retailing at the
University of Alberta in 2012 and at Concordia
University of Edmonton in 2015.

For nearly five years, Troy was the manager
of retail tenant coordination for one of
Canada’s largest developers, overseeing
over 300 retail and hospitality store
openings across Alberta. Troy’s passion for
design has allowed him to gain extensive
knowledge in all aspects of design and
construction while creating strong
relationships in the design, construction
and equipment supply community.
Troy’s experience is multi-faceted and
includes a variety of projects such as office
spaces, exterior facade improvements and
various retail projects for local, national
and international brands. With project
experience from Vancouver to Winnipeg,
Troy has alliances with consultants and
contractors in various western and central
Canadian cities.
As a member of the Architectural
Woodwork Manufacturer’s Association of
Canada (AWMAC), the Interior Designers
of Alberta (IDA) and the Interior Designers
of Canada (IDC), Troy believes design

is a push-and-pull relationship between
a unified team composed of the client,
consultants, contractor and Bold Design
Inc. Troy believes that the best projects are
implemented with a strong team approach.

“Design is a push/pull relationship between
designer and client. The best designs are
achieved with a strong team approach
and a process that achieves an end that
exceeded the client’s visions and dreams.”
—Troy Dashney,
Principal, Bold Design Inc.

HAWKSTONE DENTAL
EDMONTON, AB

When Hawkstone Dental decided to relocate
to a new location in West Edmonton’s
Granville area, this premier dental clinic
engaged Bold Design Inc.’s services.
At 2,130 square feet, the new space was nearly
900 square feet smaller than its previous
location. The challenge was to ensure proper
flow and maintain six operatories, proper
support spaces and patient spaces, all while
ensuring each programmed area did not feel
compact and enclosed.
The first step in designing this clinic was to
inventory the existing dental equipment and
cabinets to be relocated to the new location.
At this point it was apparent that the
clinic would be set up with four standardsized operatories and two smaller
hygiene operatories. With each hygiene
operatory being able to be independent,
it paved the way for the functional flow.
In order to ensure that the clinic remained
open and airy despite the long narrow space,
the design team implemented a minimalist
approach to finishes. Inspired by Dr. Grant’s

love of hardwood, the clinic’s finishes were
selected along the lines of whitewashed oaks,
white Carrera marble and brushed aluminum.
The focal point of the clinic, however, was the
custom glass art panels by Edmonton-based
Flux Glass Studio. These panels, inspired by
Hawkstone Dental’s corporate colours and
the geometric hexagon form, were installed
as partitions between the hygiene operatories
and the corridor, as well as installed in
whitewashed oak columns in the vestibule and
reception area.
No detail was spared in this clinic, with special
attention being paid to selecting unique light
fixtures from Prandina and beautiful guest
washroom plumbing fixtures from Aqua Brass
and Kartell.
The striking feature of this clinic, however,
is the reception area. The moment patients
enter, the Carrera marble–adorned reception
desk framed by wood features resembles
more of a luxury hotel or residence than a
dental office, helping to set the tone for this
premier dental clinic.

HAWKSTONE DENTAL

WESTVIEW DENTAL
EDMONTON, AB

When Comfort Dental wanted to design
and build Westview Dental, their second
location in the Granville community in
Edmonton, they reached out to Bold
Design Inc. as referred to them by their
dental supplier.
With 4,000 square feet and 10 operatories
(six full size and four hygiene), this largescale dental clinic could have easily been
overwhelming for both staff
and patients.
With a clear directive from the client that
the space had to be warm and comfortable
(as the name was Comfort Dental at the
start of the job), the design took an organic
approach to caramel hues and beiges.
To minimize the chance of an overwhelming
experience in such a large clinic, the
reception area and corridors boasted 13-foot
finished ceilings, complete with LED cove
details and hanging LED decorative fixtures.

The A-dec cabinets in the operatories
were finished with the same caramel hue
laminate and warm Cambria quartz tops.
Those finishes were carried through
the clinic. Private operatories were
provided with sliding glass doors, while a
series of semi-private operatories opened
up onto a corridor basked in western
natural light.
To maximize the efficiency of the space,
secondary support areas such as storage,
server room and laundry room were
planned in a mezzanine space, with the lab
and dental utilities located under this
same mezzanine.

hub of the clinic provides an area for three
receptionists, two private payment areas
and lockers for the front-end staff.
Both scale and proportion were key in
ensuring this millwork piece was large
enough for the programming needs yet
beautiful to the eye. It was designed so
well that it won the 2016 Architectural
Woodwork Manufacturers Association of
Canada (AWMAC) Award of Excellence for
a single piece of millwork under $100,000.
The end result was a project that exceeded
client expectations, according to one of
the partners.

To provide a comfortable space for staff,
a large locker room with digital locks, a
private staff washroom and a large multifunctional staff room and training room
were located near the rear door.
The pièce de résistance, however, is the
large, welcoming reception desk. Clad in
cherry wood veneer and quartz, this central

WESTVIEW DENTAL

ALBANY DENTAL
EDMONTON, AB

Located in the northwest side of Edmonton,
the design for Albany Dental combines
salvaged rustic materials with a fresh colour
palette containing grey, aqua and orange.
A unique layout to the reception area was
achieved by utilizing forms highlighted by
the salvaged barnwood and a puzzle-like
feature wall of grey-, orange- and
aqua-stained horizontal wood pieces.
Custom light fixtures in the waiting area’s
open ceiling help define space and fill the
volume while adding warmth and intrigue.
This 2,400-square-foot dental clinic
contains eight operatories with a unique
cart delivery system that saved space
and allowed a simple yet well-laid-out
distribution of four operatories on each side
of the clinic with a centralized sterilization
area, pan and lab area. The patient area
continues the use of the salvaged barnwood
as a custom lighting detail on the corridor
ceilings while the fresh colour palette
accentuates zones and details.
This truly is a unique modern approach to a
rustically inspired concept.
ALBANY DENTAL

ALBANY DENTAL

HOLLICK KENYON
DENTAL
EDMONTON, AB

Located in the newer community of HollickKenyon in the northeast area of Edmonton,
Bold Design Inc. implemented the use of
natural woods, a fresh colour palette and
juxtaposing curvilinear and rectilinear
forms to bring a contemporary approach to
the modern-day dental clinic.
The reception area and waiting area is
open and inviting with natural light.
Unique materials such as 3Form and
Modular Arts help distinguish areas
through form over function.
Boasting seven dental operatories in just
over 3,000 square feet, Hollick Kenyon
Dental is both spacious and inviting.
Much attention was paid to the flow of the
clinic, ensuring equal distances between
each operatory and the sterilization centre.
This clinic also boasts a comfortable staff
room, integrating staff lockers into a bistrostyle environment.
This clinic epitomizes the current-day
contemporary dental clinic.

CAMERON DENTAL
FORT SASKATCHEWAN, AB

HOLLICK KENYON DENTAL

Cameron Dental is a husband-and-wife
dental team who engaged Bold Design Inc.
to help them turn their vision into reality in
the community of Fort Saskatchewan.
The space was a 1,400-square-foot long
and narrow area that did not leave much
room for a unique layout. That being said,
the client’s programming requirement was
that the space did not feel like a bowling
alley for their four-operatory clinic.
Our solution, working with two pairs of
operatories, staggered and rotated three
degrees from the exterior wall. We also
staggered interior support rooms and
rotated their corridor walls by three
degrees, which provided a dynamic layout
that offset the long and narrow space.
The second major programming
requirement circled around aesthetics.
The client wanted a space that felt warm
and inviting while mimicking the calm and
natural feel of the Canadian Rockies.
The design response to that requirement

CAMERON DENTAL

was the use of reclaimed barn wood
from the Pincher Creek area that adorned
the reception desk, as well as wall and
ceiling treatments in the reception and
guest washroom. Teal and aqua accent
paints and wall coverings complemented
the warmth of the tan field paint colour.
Unique large-format tiles that resembled
petrified wood covered the entrance floor,
while a wall covering that looked like tree
branches covered the ceiling feature above
the reception desk. In the operatories,
Midmark dental chairs were finished with a
pop of green that echoed a new blade
of grass, and Lumicor laminated with
grass adorned the upper doors to the
rear cabinets to help reinforce the
nature concept.
The final reality was a unique family dental
clinic that captures your imagination and
the feeling of being anywhere other than
at a dentist.

D&D DENTAL CLINIC
EDMONTON, AB

Inspired by the bold forms, the contrasting
materials, and the colours of the late Zaha Hadid,
D&D Dental Clinic strikes a balance between a
bold, contrasting public space and the clean,
modern forms of each of its six operatories. Taking
cues from the Client’s branding colours, this clinic’s
unique juxtaposition of black and white — which
isn’t often seen in this industry — is offset and
brightened by the bright chartreuse accents, as
well as custom translucent blue glass as seen
as inserts in doors and the custom operatory
dividers. Incorporating Sirona chairs, each modern
operatory is self-sufficient, including its own chairmounted Sirona intra-oral x-ray. Each operatory
has a complementary accent upholstery colour.
Juxtaposing the white operatories is the unique
black corridor, which helps define the space.
The front reception area boasts nearly 20-foot-high
ceilings and a very modern reception desk with a
sculptural yet architectural inclusive
lighting feature.
While bold in its unique black-and-white approach,
the clinic remains inviting and creates a truly oneof-a-kind experience for staff and patients.
D&D DENTAL CLINIC

ERIN RIDGE DENTAL
EDMONTON, AB

Erin Ridge Dental is located in the expanding
Northern portion of St. Abert. Inspired by nature,
this clinic was designed to be soothing and
welcoming from the first steps into the clinic.
Upon entering, patients are greeted with a light
filled vestibule wrapped in transparent foliage
window graphics. Moments later, you are further
greeted by the calming scents of the living green
wall that adorns the large wall to your left. A tone
has now been set.
The reception desk continues this concept of
nature by using a gorgeous three-inch thick,
fourteen-foot long piece of fallen maple sourced
from Vancouver island. The floors mimic salvaged
woods in greys and blacks, while being truly a low
maintenance tile.
The clinic boasts 7 fully enclosed operatories, a
central lab, steri and walk-through pan area ready
for a future ceph. The operatory corridors also
receive a second green wall feature when you enter
the back area.
This clinic is truly inspiring, calming and a far
departure from many modern day clinics.

ROYAL DENTAL
EDMONTON, AB

ERIN RIDGE DENTAL

Inspired by the Royal Dental’s branding, we carried
the logo colours throughout the clinic with a bold
statement. Royal blues and deep reds are used in a
modern linear pattern in various portions of the clinic.
The use of the linear pattern is evident in the vertical,
three-dimensional and multi-coloured millwork feature
on the rear walls of each operatires. The unique floor
pattern was designed in a way that at each turn, a new
portion of the pattern is seen as you walk through the
clinic, creating an ever-changing experience
The reception area, is well lit with Western natural light
and the use of the branding colours continues both here
and in the patient waiting room washroom.
With just over 2,100 square feet this clinic includes
6 operatories, a warm and inviting reception area,
two offices, a staff room, a walk-through galley style
steri as well as a pan room with sufficient space for
a future ceph.
Combining natural light, the modern look of wall-hung
Redl Dentl cabinets and the use of Sirona chairs, the
clinic feels modern and clean in forms while still being
inviting. This clinic is sure to impress all with its royal
look and design.
ROYAL DENTAL

SYMPHONY DENTAL
EDMONTON, AB

Our Client’s business was expanding and
relocating all at the same time. Utilizing
existing equipment was key to the Client’s
budget, while also playing a large roll on
layout as to be able to reuse existing fixtures.
Growing from three to six ops was the key
number for our Client.
Our layout utilized a full wall of East facing
windows that would flood the four semiprivate ops with natural light. Separated
by an adjacent corridor, two additional fully
enclosed private operatories for children
treatments or for patients that request
additional privacy.
Located in an existing medical professional
building, the new reception area was
adorned with a new glass entry into the
building. A two-piece reception desk area
provided a check-in as well as a semi-private
payment/consult area.
Matching the Client’s existing Adec cabinets,
the rest of the warm and contemporary
colour pallet quickly fell into place.

DENTAL CLINICS RECENTLY COMPLETED
Albany Dental
Edmonton, AB

Donsdale Dental Clinic
Edmonton, AB

SimplyEndo
Edmonton, AB

Belle Rive Dental
Expansion
Edmonton, AB

Family Dental
Renovation
St. Albert, AB

Smile Works
Dental Group
Lloydminster, AB

Boyle McCauley Health
Centre Dental Clinic
Edmonton, AB

Groove Dental
Edmonton, AB

Symphony Dental
Edmonton, AB

Erin Ridge Dental
St. Albert, AB

Westview Dental
Edmonton, AB

Cameron Dental
Fort Saskatchewan, AB
Children’s Dental Centre
Expansion & Reception
Renovation
Edmonton, AB
D&D Dental Clinic
Edmonton, AB
Dental Surgery Group
Reception Renovation
Edmonton, AB

SYMPHONY DENTAL

Hawkstone Dental
Edmonton, AB
Hollick Kenyon Dental
Edmonton, AB

DENTAL CLINICS
IN DESIGN

Northtown Dental
Associates Cosmetic
Renovation
Edmonton, AB

We are always working with
other great dental clients and
have other exciting projects
in the design pipeline.

Royal Dental
Edmonton, AB

CONTACT US
to see how we can help you:
dental@bold-design.ca

REFERENCES
“It was a pleasure having Troy work on our project
from start of construction to finish. We completed
construction in October 2013. There was only one
minor delay that was unrelated to the design team.
Troy was completely professional and has a great
sense of style.
This being my second office, I will say I enjoyed
working with Troy much more than I did with my
previous architect. Furthermore, Troy was the second
designer on my second project, we had to switch as
there seemed to be little originality or enthusiasm with
the first designer. For me, I wanted someone that was
excited about my project and willing to give me a few
new and unique design ideas.
I would highly recommend working with Troy if you are
looking for that extra artistic flare to make your clinic
stand out and be different than what a typical office
looks like. If you want a traditional look I’m sure he can
do a great job as well.”

—Dr. Thinh Le (Albany Dental)
“Thank you, Troy, for the beautiful office that Bold
Design has created for us. Our patients compliment us
daily on the beauty and design of our new clinic. There
were many great and unique ideas implemented by
Troy in this office. His passion for design truly shows
through in his work.”

—Dr. Ryan Grant (Hawkstone Dental)

“Our company has had the pleasure of working with
Troy Dashney and Bold Design on various projects
throughout our portfolio. We have found them to be a
thoughtful, creative and first class organization with a
keen focus on attention to detail.
I would recommend Bold Design and Troy Dashney to
any existing user group and to colleagues throughout
the industry.”

—Bob Brown, ACoM (Melcor)
“Recently I was introduced to Mr. Troy Dashney at Bold
Design to help me build my dental clinic, Symphony
Dental. I am very pleased with the service and result
from Troy and his company. Troy has provided
invaluable advice to me throughout the process of
designing, building and following up after the project
completed. Troy is very professional and skillful. He is
very responsive and cares about his client. I wouldn’t
hesitate to recommend Troy and his company, Bold
Design, to anyone to help them in building their dream
workplace.”

—Dr. Brian Pham (Symphony Dental)
“Troy has incredible ideas and a unique take on his
designs. He listened directly to what I envisioned for
my practice, and then created a space well beyond
what I thought was possible. He was always available to
discuss ideas and had a very positive attitude during

the whole design process. His enthusiasm and passion
for design definitely shows in the dental office he
created for me.”

—Dr. Philip Grout (Hollick Kenyon Dental)
“When we first met with Troy, we shared our vision of a
dental clinic with a Canmore/Banff feel that reflected
comfort and coziness. Troy took our small space and
effectively used every inch while creating a home-like
essence with reclaimed wood and warm colors. We
have had so many compliments from our patients,
mainly that it isn’t a typical dental office and it feels
very comfortable. Troy was instrumental in achieving
that. We would strongly recommend him.”

—Dr. Tammy Cameron (Cameron Dental)
“Our group had the pleasure of working with Bold for
our last project and are pleased to say that we would
recommend Troy and his team to anyone seeking
their design services. We were introduced to Troy
through a colleague in our industry who had positive
experiences during the construction of his office and
we must agree that Bold undertook the task with
professionalism and efficiency. With a vision in mind
and a timeline at hand, Bold was able to exceed our
expectations. We look forward to working with them
for future projects to come.”

—Dr. Jason Ng (Westview Dental)

“When searching out a designer for my new dental
office construction, Troy Dashney from Bold Design put
110% in the project starting from our very first phone
call. He explained all aspects in great detail and was
always very enthusiastic about the project. In this case,
the construction area was several hours away from his
office location, but there was excellent communication
between himself and all the contractors working on
the space at all times throughout the project. Troy
was able to answer any of my questions in a quick
and timely manner and not only did he help keep the
construction on schedule, but he also worked with my
budget in mind.
The best part about working with Bold Design, is that
throughout the entire project, I always work directly
with Troy. My project was never pushed off to a
secondary person or apprentice. His design ideas are
modern but also timeless and I have already received
many compliments about my new office.”

—Dr. Chelsea Schmidt (Smile Works Dental Group)

Get in touch.
780.756.9639
dental@bold-design.ca
bold-design.ca
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